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Abstract 
Bethke, I., Coherence spaces are untopological, Theoretical Computer Science 85 (1991) 353-357. 
The purpose of this note is to show that stability is not a topological property. That is, that 
coherence spaces -except for the so-calledjar ones -cannot be equipped with a topology such that 
the notions of continuity and stability coincide. 
1. Introduction 
Coherence spaces were introduced in a restricted form by Berry [l] to characterize 
sequential algorithms, and subsequently used by Girard [2,3] as a refinement of Scott 
domains for the semantics of lambda calculi. 
At first sight, coherence spaces are just a very special class of Scott domains. 
However, looking at the construction of their function spaces, the difference between 
these two semantics becomes more dramatic: Scott domains can be equipped with 
a topology, the Scott-topology, and form together with Scott-continuous morphisms 
a Cartesian closed category. Being just very special Scott domains, one can equip 
coherence spaces with this topology as well. However, the class of Scott-continuous 
morphisms is inappropriate (or better, too big) for coherence spaces. The category of 
coherence spaces with Scott-continuous morphisms is not Cartesian-closed. 
There is, however, a very concrete category of coherence spaces which is Cartesian- 
closed, namely, the category of coherence spaces with the so-called stable morphisms. 
Stable functions are Scott-continuous and preserve in addition meets of pairs 
bounded above or, in category-theoretic terms, pullbacks. 
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As Scott-topology is obviously too coarse to capture this additional condition, the 
question then arises whether any other topology is able to characterize this class of 
functions, or whether the preservation of pullbacks is a property that lies beyond 
topology. We shall show that the latter is the case. We shall first recall some of the 
basic definitions concerning coherence spaces and then prove that any topology is 
doomed to fail. 
2. Preliminaries 
Let us briefly recall some of the definitions concerning coherence spaces. 
Definition 2.1. A coherence space is a set (of sets) .d which satisfies 
(i) Down-closure: if XE& and X’EX, then X’E~, 
(ii) Binary completeness: if &‘c.s9 and if for all X,X’gd’, XUX’ES, then 
u .d’E32. 
In particular, we have the undejined object 9 EJ&‘. One may, therefore, consider ~4 as 
a Scott domain (partially ordered by inclusion), and as such it is algebraic, i.e. any set 
is the directed union of its finite subsets. So, coherence spaces are a very special sort of 
Scott domains. However, they are better regarded as undirected graphs. 
Elements of the set u .d are called tokens. This set will also be denoted by 1 d I. The 
coherence relation between tokens is defined by 
aza’(modS) iff {a,a’}E&. 
This constitutes a reflexive symmetric relation on 1 a+‘\, so (1 .d (, e) is a graph called the 
web of A. 
The construction of the web of a coherence space is a bijection between coherence 
spaces and (reflexive symmetric) graphs. From the web one can recover the coherence 
space by 
XE& +-i XCldl A va,a’EX(a~a’). 
Example 2.2. One can divide the class of coherence spaces in two fundamental 
subclasses: 
(i) If A is a set, we define theJut coherence space & by d = {g} u {{u} 1 UEA}. So 
& is the coherence space with the elements of A as tokens and with equality as 
coherence relation. If e.g. A = {0}, one can represent the flat coherence space 1 gener- 
ated by {0} pictorially by 
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We shall denote by Cob,- the class of all flat coherence spaces, i.e. 
(ii) If L& does not belong to the class of flat coherence spaces, then (at’1 contains two 
distinct, but coherent tokens, say a,~‘. L&’ is therefore rugged and has the following 
diamond substructure: 
We shall denote by Co& the class of all ragged coherence spaces, i.e. 
Cok~=~~~~u,u’~JdI(u~u A a#~‘)}. 
Whereas in Scott-style domain theory the functions between domains are exactly 
those which preserve directed joins, this is no longer the case here. 
Definition 2.3. Given two coherence space d and 93, a function f from d to 9L? is 
stable if 
(i) if X g X’E&, then f (X) G f (X’) (monotonicity), 
(ii) if d’ is a directed subset of J#, then f (u d’)= u f (d') (directed union), 
(iii) if XuX’e&‘, then f (XnX’) =f (X) n f (X’) (stability). 
Whereas the first two conditions are entirely familiar from the Scott-topological 
setting, the third ~ the stability property itself ~ does not have any obvious topological 
significance. However, if the ordered sets d and 93 are considered as categories, then 
(i) states that f is a functor, (ii) that it preserves directed joins and (iii) that it also 
preserves pullbacks. 
Example 2.4. (i) If ZEN is finite, we define the stable stepfunction fi from & to 1 by 
fi is clearly monotonic, and as Z is finite, it also preserves directed unions. We leave 
it to the reader to convince himself that the stability condition is satisfied. 
(ii) A typical nonexample, which also illustrates the difference between Scott- 
continuous and stable functions is the following: let dcgECOkd and definef : d+l by 
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Then f is Scott-continuous, as it is monotonic and preserves directed unions. 
However, f does not meet the stability condition: pick distinct coherent a, a’~1 dl. 
Then {a}, {a’}, {a, a’}~&, but 
3. Stability is not a form of continuity 
We now wish (in vain) to associate a topological structure with each coherence 
space in such a way that the stable functions are exactly the continuous ones. 
Let us first investigate flat domains. It is easy to see that stability reduces to 
monotonicity in the case of flat coherence spaces. That is, a function between flat 
coherence spaces is stable if and only if it is monotonic. The stable functions between 
flat coherence spaces are, therefore, exactly the Scott-continuous ones and the only 
appropriate topology for this subclass is the Scott-topology. In particular, 1 coincides 
with the Sierpinski space, i.e. the opens are #, { (0)) and { #, (0)). 
Having pinpointed the only possible topological structure on 1 the absence of an 
appropriate topology for ragged coherence spaces follows quickly. Let us call a coher- 
ence space & topological provided that there exists a topology on d such that every 
continuous function f : d+l is stable and every stable f : d-+1 is continuous. 
Theorem 3.1. Let dc4Cohjp. Then d is untopological. 
Proof. Let a, u’E~&/ be distinct coherent. If there is a topology of the kind we are 
looking for, then, as the stepfunctionsfia) andfj,,) are both stable, the inverse images 
of the open { (0)) must be open. These inverse images, however, are the sets 
{XE~~UGX} and {XE& a’EX). Therefore their union {X~dl UEX V u’EX} is 
open and g : d+l defined by 
cl(X)= 
(0) if UEX V a’EX, 
$ otherwise 
must be continuous. But g is not stable since 
Hence, ~2 is untopological. 0 
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